The Hearts Center

Harvest Conference and Pilgrimage to Chile
October 6-14, 2010

Heartfriends All,

Come with us to Santiago, Chile to anchor LIGHT! Join The Hearts Center pilgrimage on a momentous journey to South America for

The Blessing of the Seventh Age of Freedom—St Germain Speaks on Behalf of the Holy Family

- Depart Wednesday, October 6
- Return Thursday, October 14
- Our 8-day pilgrimage includes
  - A 5-day Worldwide Fall Equinox Conference hosted by heartfriends of Santiago
  - Our stay at the Leonardo da Vinci Hotel
  - Visits to sacred shrines of Mother Mary at San Cristobal and Saint Teresa de los Andes
  - A spectacular side trip to the city of Viña del Mar

Experience...

- A major blessing for Chile and South America
- A major address on the Great Divine Director’s vision for the seventh age
- The major clearance of records of the fall of an ancient Amazonian civilization
- A major auric field recalibration for Chile
- A personal anointing of the Holy Spirit
- The raising of the Americas in cosmic violet light by an Unnamed Cosmic Being
- The spiritual destiny of Chile and South America set for hundreds of years
- Light from our hearts and spiritual centers arching throughout the Americas to help stabilize Chile’s infrastructure on many levels and hold the energies of the earth’s core in perfect balance

Estimated full investment: $3220
(For airfare, visa, insurance, meals, lodging, local transportation and fees, including conference registration)

~Nonrefundable $300 deposit due July 31
~Signed reservation due July 31
~Balance of payment due Sept. 5

For details contact Patricia West at friends@heartscenter.org